FROM THE VAULT

Out of the pocket
to outer space

Pocket Globe by Lane, early 19th century London,
England, Adler collections A-392. The maker was possibly
Lieutenant Michael Lane. He was assistant to Captain
Cook, whose voyages are marked on the globe.
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You have certainly marveled at the
space artifacts we have on display
in the Mission Moon exhibition. But
it might surprise you that one of
the oldest objects in our collections
to have flown to space is actually
a 200-year-old pocket globe. In
December 1999, it was taken aboard
Space Shuttle Discovery during the
mission STS-103, whose goal was to
repair and upgrade some components
of the Hubble Space Telescope (HST).
The globe was carried by astronaut
Dr. John Grunsfeld, a former Adler
Trustee who is also the grandson of
Ernest A. Grunsfeld, Jr.—the architect
who designed the Adler’s original
building.
In case you are wondering: No,
the astronauts did not take the
pocket globe as a backup in case the
Shuttle’s navigation systems failed.
It was flown as a symbolic gesture,
and very appropriately. Closed and
self-contained as they may look
at first sight, globes are paragons
of exploration—just like the Space
Shuttle and the HST. And before
human beings were able to see the
Earth in its full splendor from space,
the closest one could get to that lifechanging experience was to stare at
a terrestrial globe.
Terrestrial globes played an essential
role in creating the modern image of

our planet and remain an important
tool for learning geography. Celestial
globes were essential for the mapping
of the heavens and to foster the
precise knowledge of star positions.
Both types of globes played a crucial
role in the development of navigation,
which unfolded first in the seas, then
in the air, and finally in space.

carry the Earth and the sky around
in your pocket and take them out
whenever there was a chance to
discuss astronomy and geography?

We have several examples of pocket
globes in our collections, including
one by Moxon himself, and of course
a number of celestial globes by the
most prominent
cartographers.
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After the STS-103 flight, the Lane
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gift from Adler Trustee Robert N.
Gordon. If you think that after such
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all, what better way to boast one’s
intellectual sophistication than to

SEE MORE COLLECTION
ITEMS THAT HAVE BEEN TO
SPACE IN MISSION MOON
ON YOUR NEXT VISIT.

